














Hydrology Data Processing Notes

 
 

 
Cruise  FR 08/96

12 September 1996 to 28 September 1996
 

 
 Data processing completed by

Rebecca Cowley
17/9/98 to 25/9/98

 
Principal Investigator Dr. Trevor McDougall, CSIRO Division of Marine Research, Hobart,
Tasmania.

General

Following are details of the hydrology processing done for F9608. See Table 1 for specific edits.

Salinity data and most of the oxygen data appears to be of excellent quality, however, most of the
nutrient data is of questionable quality due to the lack of quality control procedures included
during the voyage. Most of the data has been retained and included in the archived files, but
should be used with caution.

No hydro data was collected for cast 17, which was aborted due to bad weather conditions.

Nutrients

As mentioned in the previous section, it is not clear what the quality of the nutrient data is.
Stations 3, 4, 5, 8, 10 and 12 show interesting traces at depth for silicate, and to a lesser extent
for phosphate. There was no obvious reason to delete this data, so it was retained, and may be
real. Gain correction, carryover correction and refractive index corrections were not performed
on any of the data. For specific edits to the data, see Table 2.

Salinities
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Edits to salinity data are shown in Table 3. There are a few samples where the Hydro salinity
differed from the CTD value markedly. Some of these were deleted. Figure 1 shows a plot of CTD
salinity - Hydro salinity for the entire voyage.

Temperature

Much thermometer data was deleted due to large discrepancies with the CTD temperature data.
Edits are included in Table 4. Thermometer number 12088 (unprotected) appeared to be in error
for every cast.

Dissolved Oxygen

The CTD dissolved oxygen results were not calibrated during the CTD processing. There was no
CTD downcast data to compare the hydro results to. Hydro dissolved oxygen results were plotted
against depth and some data points were deleted due to incorrect data entry on the voyage. Most
of the data was acceptable. Edits are listed in Table 5.

Archiving

Data processing was completed on the 25/9/98 and archived on the 25/9/98. Problems were
encountered with archiving the data with respect to niskin bottle numbers, as those listed on the
CTD sheets are 4 digit numbers. These numbers were shortened by removing the second digit in
the number, which in all cases was a one. For example, bottle number 1709 became 709
(signifying a 1.7-litre bottle, number 09).

Table 1. General

Station RP* NBN* Comments Action
17     No CTD records, station aborted Delete .DAT file
11   Bottle test cast, depths out of order Enter correct depths

12   Rosette ramp set incorrectly, samples out
of order

Move sample results to suit correct
sample depths.

14   Rosette ramp set incorrectly, samples out
of order

Move sample results to suit correct
sample depths.

101 to
116

    Salinity data only, run on YeoKal for an
intercomparison

Move .DAT files to a seperate
folder.

*RP = Rosette Position, NBN = Niskin bottle number
[Back to text]
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Table	 2.	 Nutrients

Station RP* NBN* Comments Action
10 to

15
  DAPA data missing. Re-measure

results by hand.
Stations 14 and 15 had silicate and phosphate

DAPA data, Nitrate was hand measured
16     Sample order for the run was

unable to be determined
No results for this station.

6 2 1701 Bad sample/analysis Delete results for silicate, nitrate and
phosphate

2 2 1701 No sample taken Delete record of bottle number
2 1 1702 Typo in nitrate result  Correct result entered 
13 19 1719 Leaking bottle Delete all nutrient results
14 16 1716 Possible leaking bottle Delete all nutrient results
12  1  1702 Leaking bottle Delete all nutrient results
13 2 1701 Phosphate result questionable Delete phosphate value
13  7 1707 Phosphate result questionable Delete phosphate value
13 9 1724 Phosphate result questionable Delete phosphate value
14  22 1722 Typo in nitrate result Fix typo
5     Silicate strange trace Accept results
8   Silicate strange trace Accept results

10   All nutrients strange trace Accept results

*RP = Rosette Position, NBN = Niskin bottle number
[Back to text] 

Table 3. Salinities

Station RP* NBN* Comments Action
1 5 1705 CTD - Hydro = -0.706 Mis-fire of rosette, delete result
1 21 1722 CTD - Hydro = -0.012 Accept result, salinity gradient present
2 2 1071 No sample taken Delete records from bottle log
2 24 1701 CTD - Hydro = 0.010 Bad sample/analysis, delete result
6 12 1712 CTD - Hydro = 0.038 Bad sample/analysis, delete result
6 24 1709 CTD - Hydro = -0.058 Bad sample/analysis, delete result
6 2 1701 CTD - Hydro = 0.009 Bad sample/analysis, delete result
7 18 1718 No sample taken Delete records from bottle log
10 19 1719 CTD - Hydro = 0.066 Bad sample/analysis, delete result
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12 6 1706 CTD - Hydro = -0.019 Bad sample/analysis, delete result
13 19 1719 No sample taken Delete records from bottle log
14 6 1716 CTD - Hydro = 0.012 Bad sample/analysis, delete result
14 23 1723 CTD - Hydro = -0.018 Bad sample/analysis, delete result
16 14 1714 No sample taken Delete records from bottle log

*RP = Rosette Position, NBN = Niskin bottle number
[Back to text]

 Figure 1. CTD salinity - Hydro salinity

Chart (CTD Salinity - HYDRO Salinity) for f9608

[Back to text]

 

Table 4. Temperature

Station RP* NBN* Comments Action
1 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results
3 13 1713 No 5min wait for equilibration Delete thermometer results
3 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results
5 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results
6 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results
7 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results
10 24 1709 Incorrect reading Delete thermometer results
10 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results
12 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results
13 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results
13 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results
16 13 1713 Lanyard possibly caught when firing Delete thermometer results
16 2 1701 Thermometer #12088 out of calibration Delete thermometer results

*RP = Rosette Position, NBN = Niskin bottle number
[Back to text]

Table 5. Dissolved Oxygen

Station RP* NBN* Comments Action
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2 13 1713 Typo in result Enter correct result
6 2 1701 Bad sample/analysis Delete result
8 1 1702 Bad sample/analysis Delete result
13 19 1719 No sample taken Delete record in bottle log
16 12 1712 Bad sample/analysis Delete result

*RP = Rosette Position, NBN = Niskin bottle number
[Back to text]

[Back to top]

Created by Rebecca Cowley on 25 September 1998. Informal enquiries and further details may be obtained by
contacting:

Rebecca.Cowley@marine.csiro.au
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RV Franklin ADCP Data Processing Notes
Cruise Fr 08/1996

12-Sep - 27 Sep 1996

Data processing completed on 24 April 2001 by Bernadette Heaney, email:
Bernadette.Heaney@marine.csiro.au

Principal Investigator: Dr Trevor McDougall

"Seasonality of ocean transport in the Leeuwin current"

1 Features of this voyage

There was 2%  bottom track coverage. The data had not been originally requested - hence
the delay in processing. The weather was very rough during most of the voyage and so the
range of data is affected.

1.1 Special Processing For This Cruise

 3 minute .adp files returned from the voyage were used for data processing. Position der-
vied  velocities were used in preference to direct  GPS velocities. Gyro direction was used.

1.2 Profiles integrated

Bottom track corrected, no reference layer averaging in final integration:

 fr9608.abt:  23  20 minute profiles

The following two files were first integrated using reference layer averaging over bins 2 to
8, then merged with files which were integrated using no reference layer averaging.

 GPS corrected ( position-derivedvelocities preferred to direct GPS velocities):

 fr9608.agp:  1125 20 minute profiles

 fr9608_60.agp:  375 60 minute profiles

Best available correction (Bottom track preferred to position derived velocities,
preferred to direct GPS velocities):

 fr9608.any:  1125 20 minute profiles

 fr9608_60.any:  375 60 minute profiles

 Non-integrated profiles (3 minute ensembles):
All possible ensembles with best available correction (bottom track preferred to
position-derived GPS velocities, preferred to direct GPS velocities).

 e_f9608.any:  7507 3 minute profiles

 NB: See ADCP Format Guide for explanation of processed file formats.
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2 Data Rejections

Out of a total of 7556 three minute ensembles, 7507 made it through to the processed file
stage, with 210169 total good bins.

Bin 1 rejections 957

Number of bins rejected due solely to:

%Good < 30%: 113112

%Good < 50%: where RLA was bad and no acceleration: 3205

%Good < 70%: where RLA was bad and there was acceleration: 227

Vertical Velocity > 0.22 m/s : 163

S.D. of error velocity > 0.13 m/s: 609

dv/dz sites: 5

Number of bins rejected due to multiple tests: 43625

2.1 Calibration

ADCP water profile vectors (measured relative to the ship) are calibrated by being rotated
through an angle alpha and multiplied by scaling factor  1 + beta. The rotational calibra-
tion primarily corrects for misalignment of the transducer with respect to the ship, of the
ship with respect to the gyrocompass (or 3DF GPS), and the error in the gyrocompass (or
3DF GPS). The scaling multiplier primarily corrects biases arising from the profiler itself.
Both of these calibrations make a large difference to the resultant currents, particularly
because they are both applied to the usually large ship-relative currents. For example, a
scaling multiplier of  0.01 applied when the water velocity with respect to the ship is 6m/s
alters the measured absolute currents by 6 cm/s.

The following calibrations were chosen for this voyage.

alpha = 1.8111 +/- 0.3 degrees

1 + beta =  1.0014+/- 0.009

3 Errors

The data provided should not be taken as absolutely true and accurate. There are many
sources of error, some of which are very hard to quantify. Often the largest error is that of
determining the ship's actual velocity.

3.1 Accuracy of water velocity relative to the ship

The theoretical approximate short-term velocity error for our 150 kHz narrow-band ADCP
is:

sigma = 1/(pulse length   X   square root of pings per average)
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re,
asure
For a 3 minute ensemble with say 170 pings, using 8m pulse, this gives a theoretical error
of 1 cm/s for each value (that is, independently for each bin).

For 20 minute profiles, with say 1150 pings averaged, the error in measuring the velocity of
the water relative to the ship is probably reduced to the long term systematic bias. Of this
bias, RDI says

"Internal bias is typically less than 1 cm/s, depending on several factors including temperatu
mean current speed, signal/noise ratio, beam geometry errors, etc. It is not yet possible to me
ADCP bias and to calibrate or remove it in post-processing."

In addition, there are the transducer alignment and attitude sensor errors, which mainly
cancel out where bottom-track ship velocities are used (see Section 5.3).  For GPS ship
velocity corrected currents, the transducer alignment and attitude sensor errors probably
have a residual effect after calibrating of roughly:

0.3 cm/s  per m/s of ship speed, due to, say,  0.3 degree uncertainty and variation in
alignment angle.

0.9 cm/s per m/s of ship speed, due to, say, 0.009 uncertainty and variation in scaling
factor.

This gives us, say, 0.94 cm/s error per m/s of ship speed, or   5.45 cm/s at 12 knots.

Other sources of bias might be the real-time and post-processing data screening, and
depth-dependent bias.

3.2 GPS profiles

In the presence of SA (see sections 1 and 3), errors are larger and even very large errors
cannot be removed by dv/dt screening (because this would bias the long term average -
there is reason to assume that given a long enough period the accumulated SA error is
close to zero).

3.3 Bottom track profiles

Firstly note that errors in current speed arising from transducer alignment and attitude
sensor limitations will substantially cancel out. Normally, the accuracy of screened bottom
track data appears to be of the same order of accuracy  as non-SA GPS, that is, about 2 - 3
cm/s for a 20 minute profile. However, the error in the current direction is at least the error
in alpha.
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